Tabletop Curling
Celebrate the Winter Olympics
You'll need:

Included:
Curling sheet templates (need to
tape these together)
Small red/blue dot cutouts

16 coins of any type
Tape to tape dots to
coins

Directions:
1. Cut out the red and blue dots, apply dots to
your coins; eight should be one color and
eight should be another. These are your
"stones".
2. Divide into two teams and decide who will
go first (keep in mind that in curling, there
is a disadvantage to going first). Assign
each team a set of stones.
3. Everyone sits at one end of the table.
4. Whoever goes first, place your stone in the
center of the circle closes to you then flick or
slide your first stone down the "ice". The
goal is to get your stone as close as possible
to the center of the circle at the opposite
end. The center of the circle is called the
"button".
5. The other team then flicks or slides their
first stone towards the same button. Game
play rotates between the two players at the
same end of the table until each player has
flicked their eight stones
6. After all sixteen stones are "thrown",
whichever color stone is closest to the
button, scores one point for every stone
closer to the button than the opposing
teams' stones. Only stones within the
"house" (the circles) can score points.
7. Whichever team has the most points after 8
"ends" (or rounds) wins!

Photo and instructions courtesy
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Tabletop Curling
Keep track of your score!

Booklist
My Weird School:
Teamwork Trouble
by Dan Gutman

Ice Hockey
and Curling
by Laura Hamilton

What are the
Winter Olympics?
by Gail Herman

Check, Please!
by Ngozi Uzaku

At-home Olympics
Recreate some favorite Winter Olympic events without
stepping outside.
Figure Skating: Find some open floor space. Use socks on hard
surfaces or bare feet on carpet. Put on a favorite song and create
a skating routine.
Ski Jumping: How long can you hold the ski jumping pose?
Longest person to hold the pose wins!
Biathlon: Set up a small obstacle course that ends with a small
tower to knock down with a soft ball or other projectile. Who can
be the fastest and most accurate?

Cut out red
and blue
dots. Tape
them to the
16 nickels.

